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Abstract

This study aims to fertilize research on parental mediation with the importance of parents’ positive media attitudes. In this study Swedish parents’ perceptions of media influences and their consequences on their child/children aged 2-5 years are in focus. Data from a cross-sectional population survey performed by the Swedish Media Council in 2010 covered a representative sample of children, aged 2-5 years in total 1 195. The results are that the parents tend to have both positive as well as negative perceptions of media influences and that the factor analysis of the parents’ perceptions, depending on the media type, fall out in two to three dimensions-negative aspects of media influences, positive aspects of media influences and mixed positive and negative outcomes. In line with previous research it is very common to co-view/use media. But on the contrary to previous research it is even more common to discuss the content and experience with their 2-5 year old child/children. The more perceptions of positive media influence, the more often we co-view/use media with our child/children aged 2-5 years old. The opposite goes for the more we perceive negative media influences. However the same pattern only complies for instructive mediation when it comes to discussing films and TV and not for discussion games or content or experiences on the web.
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Introduction

Parents attitudes towards media content and influences of the media, rather than state censorship or the media habits of the parents, has shown to be the most important factor to protect children from harmful media influences [1]. During the second half of the 20th century especially the negative attitudes towards violent media content and the protection of children from the harmful effects of the television like development of aggressive behavior was in focus [2]. Recent research has also shown that the media, even though they are not the main cause, can affect child obesity, deficiencies in the child’s social and cognitive skills and other aspects of children’s health from both older and newer forms of media [3].

But even though most of the research conducted is on the negative influences of the media on children, the positive aspects are starting to get noticed. A reason for the renewed interest and especially the interest in younger children (0-6 years) is that even the youngest due to a vastly changing media landscape with new users and usage of media, no longer merely are receivers of media content but participants and actors in their media consumption [4-7]. These contemporary changes indicate that family communication patterns are transforming, which puts further emphasis not only at the child as an actor in its own media consumption but also a shift towards focusing on the contextual role of the family and parents in the influence that media can assert on younger children. Within this line of research it is highlighted that the parents not only select out harmful media content, but also promotes the child’s ability to interpret and critically review media messages [8]. Internationally the field of Media Literacy, grasp the contemporary changes in the media landscape, and expand the knowledge on how to enhance children to become critical media consumers. This research also deal with the lack of symmetry in the effects imposed by media in terms of not only looking singlehandedly on risks, but also taking opportunities like the development of creativity, identity and civic participation into consideration when the outcomes of media influence is investigated.

Studies on parental mediation seeks to understand how parents can prevent their children from harmful media influence and through guidance learn to interpret the visual codes of screen media and let them evolve into critical media consumers. In this process the age of the child [1] as well as factors in the family setting like the socio-economic resources of the parents’ [9,10] and the lifestyle of the family [11,12] are known to influence mediation. However, parental mediation is not exclusively explained by socio-demographic factors. Previous research has shown that attitudes toward the media also influence parental mediation. Parents’ with highly negative attitudes towards television are more likely to engage in all types of mediation [13,14] especially restrictive mediation, using rules on media usage [1]. Some studies have also shown that mediation is more prevalent among parents who believe strongly in the effects of televisions on children [1,8].

Focus in this paper is on the relation between the parents’ perceptions of media influences on preschool children (2-5 year olds) and two types of parental mediation-co-viewing/using and instructive mediation-concerning three different kind of media types-television (TV), TV-/computer games and the Internet. Three questions are posed:

Q1) What perceptions of media influence do the parents to children aged 2-5 years old have and how do these perceptions relate to each other depending on different media types? Q2) To what extent do parents co-view/-use different kind of media and use instructive mediation together with their child/children depending on different media types? Q3) Do we co-view/use media and use instructive mediation more if we
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are positive towards the effects of different kind of media than if we are negative towards media influences or is it the other way around?

The influence of the parents perceptions towards media, media content and media influence

If the parents have highly negative attitude towards media and media content, and they are parents to younger children the probability that they will mediate and use restrictive mediation rather than instructive or active mediation is higher than for the parents of older children. Several studies identified that parents with highly negative attitudes toward television are more likely to engage in all types of mediation (Warren, 2005:848) especially restrictive mediation (ibid: 860). Restrictive mediation is also the primary mediation type for 3-5 year old children [1]. The amount of mediation is on the one hand related to the age of the child and on the other to the engagement of the parent. Several studies have showed that the younger the child the higher the amount of mediation and the more engaged (defined as shared participation in general categories of activities e.g., recreation, home projects, and private talks) the parent, the higher frequency of viewing mediation [1].

But both positive as well as negative attitudes towards the media can contribute to the children becoming critical media consumers. If parents have positive views towards the media and content they are more likely to allow the children more screen time [8], leading to more involvement with the child, and not only predicting the use of restrictive mediation but also instructive. In the study above of 1-5 year olds Becker's (1981) theory of parent-child relations was used to frame mediation in terms of parenting resources [1]. If the parents' attitudes towards media and media content are negative or sceptical they can benefit the evolvement of critical media consumers through their discussions with the child and through fostering critical thinking. Through the use of Bandura's social learning theory (1986) parent’s televised viewing of news, co-viewing and positive mediation through reinforced discussion or the combination with a sceptical attitude towards televised news foster critical thinking rather than trust towards the news media that show indirect positive effects on political socialization [9]. In another study the evolvement of mediation strategies by the parents to handle the form of violent content was examined. The children (5-12 years) were asked to consider the program’s reality status and the strategies that developed emphasized the program as either factually inaccurate or socially unrealistic [14].

From research on parental mediation we also know that viewing rules and co-viewing are more prevalent among parents who believe strongly in television effects on children [1]. A study of parents’ views on media influence, show that 99 percent of the parents believed that popular media (cartoons and violent video games) have either short- or long-term effects on preschool children [8]. In this study it is therefore expected that parents do believe that media influences their child/children.

Parental mediation as co-viewing and instructive mediation

Parents’ can assert influence through acting as moderators and enhance salubrious effects of television and mitigate the harmful health effects [15]. A more elaborated answer is that parents can assert influence through their: attitudes towards the media, media content or media influences; involvement in their children’s media habits (parental mediation) or own behaviours (media routines or active choices); material and cultural resources.

Mediation can explain how parents directly can prevent their children from harmful media influence. But also how the parents in the long run can prevent their children from media influences through guiding them how to interpret the visual codes of screen media, and let them evolve into critical media consumers. Mediation is often characterized by being one of three types: restrictive mediation, co-viewing and active mediation. Restrictive mediation includes rules on media usage (amount of viewing time, permissible or forbidden types of content) and using rewards or punishments surrounding the enforcement of such rules [1]. Co-viewing includes a shared set of motivations for viewing (out of common interest, fun or as a coincidental activity) [1]. In co-viewing the children’s viewing was determined by parents’ program selection (ibid). Instructive mediation [1] also known as restrictive guidance or active mediation [16] is an effort to discuss television content in terms children can understand. In this study the influence of the parents' perception of media influence is limited to two types of parental mediation: co-viewing/use and instructive mediation.

Method and Material Used

The study is based on data from a cross-sectional population survey in Sweden 2010 performed by the the Swedish Media Council, a government agency with the primary task to promote the empowering of minors as conscious media users and to protect them from harmful media influences. Random samples of about 2 000 children aged 2-9 years were drawn from the national population register at the Swedish Enforcement Administration and the parent who was most familiar with the child's situation was asked to fill in the questionnaire together with the child if possible. 1 195 forms were completed with a response rate of 62% among the parents to child/children aged 2-5, and 59% among the parents to children aged 5-9. An analysis of the non-respondents was made were no differences between respondents and non-respondents was found.

The survey questions asked to determine parental mediation in terms of co-viewing/use was the following: Approximately, how often are you together with the child when he/she...? Answer with one cross on each row. The question asked to determine parental mediation in terms of instructive mediation was: Do you and the child talk about what he/she...? The alternative activities to both questions were: Watching tv/dvd; Playing computer/tv-games; Using the Internet; Using the mobile phone. The alternative answers to both questions were: Often; Sometimes; Occasionally; Never; The child does not use; Don't know.

The survey question asked to determine the parents’ perceptions of media influence on their child/children were: Here are some claims about [one of the media: tv, computer/tv-games and the internet]. Cross the claims that you agree on. The alternative claims were: Makes the child learns good things; Makes the child learns bad things; Makes the child passive; Is a way to socialize; Is addictive; Stimulates the child's imagination; Is a waste of time; Leads to ill health; Is fun and relaxing; Makes the child aggressive. The statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS 20.0 Software package.

The Parents Perceptions of Media Influences on their 2-5 years old child/children

In this section a factor analysis based on the 10 available answers in the survey by the Swedish Media Council 2010 is conducted. Depending on the media type the analysis falls out in two or three dimensions. The first dimension concerns negative aspects of media influences, meaning classical effects research topics. The second dimension constitutes more or less of positive aspects of media influences, while the third dimension is more of a mix between positive and negative outcomes. These factors or dimensions have then been used as the basis for creating a modest
additive index to use in the elaboration of how the parents perceptions of media influences correlate with co-viewing/using and instructive mediation concerning different media types.

Comments: The factor analysis included the 10 available alternative answers in the 'Medierådet' Survey 2011. Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. Maximum cumulative explained variance: TV: 22%; Games: 28% and Internet: 31%. It is not possible to set max 2 iterations on TV or Internet. The correlations between the negative consequences are stronger than between the positive. It is also more common among the parents to have perceived at least one of the positive consequences than one of the negative or mixed. Only a limited share of the parents has solely perceptions of negative media influences on their children (4-6% depending on media type). It is more common among the parents to solely have perceptions of positive media influences (25-31% depending on media type). However the most common among the parents is to have perceptions of both positive and negative media influence on their children (63-71% depending on media type). In either way there is clear support for that parents not only have perceptions of negative media influence on their children but also perceptions of positive media influences. The index used for measuring the parents' perceptions of media influence on their child/children is an additive index based on the idea of the three dimensions: positive, negative and mixed from Table 1, that has been complemented with the aspect of to what extent (three or more types) the parents' express perceptions of positive respective negative influence. The perceptions of media influences slightly (statistically significant) vary depending on the generation of the parent but not after gender. The general pattern is that the older generations (born 1946-1964) to a higher extent perceive positive media influences independent of the media types asked for in this study than the younger (born 1977-1994). The pattern among the younger generations is the opposite. The younger generation of parents to a higher extent than the older generations perceives negative media influences on their child/children.

Parental mediation in terms of co-viewing/using media and instructive mediation

Almost two thirds of the parents often co-view co-use media with their 2-5 year old child/children and more than two thirds of the parents together with the child/children talk about what he or she has seen on film or TV, played on computer or TV-games or have done or experience on the internet (Table 2). There are slight differences between the different types of media. It is more common to sometimes or often co-view films or television and to discuss what the child/children have seen on films or television than it is to play games and discuss games together or do or experience and discuss the web together.

The influence of parental perceptions of media influences on co-viewing/using media and instructive mediation

Generally the results are that the more perceptions of positive media influence by the parents, the more often they co-view/use media or talk about what they have seen with their child/children aged 2-5 years old (Table 3). Among the parents that chose at least three of the positive consequences of television on their child/children it is almost the double share of parents that often co-view and use instructive mediation than only occasionally or never co-view or talk to their child/children about what they have seen. The pattern is not as obvious for media like playing computer- or tv-games or using the internet. The opposite of perceptions of positive media influences goes for the more parents perceive negative media influences. Here it is more common among the parents that chose at least three of the negative consequences to only occasionally or never to co-view any of the three media types. However the same patterns as described above only comply for instructive mediation when it comes to discussion films and TV and not for discussion games or content or experiences on the web.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parents perception of the influence of.....</th>
<th>...TV on the child</th>
<th>...TV-computer games on the child</th>
<th>...the on the child</th>
<th>internet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leads to illness</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make the child passive</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make the child aggressive</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make the child addictive</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make the child learn bad things</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>-.57</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulates the child imagination</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>-.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make the child learn good things</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>-.44</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is fun and relaxing</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>-.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is a way to socialize</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Factor analysis of parents' perceptions of different kinds of media influences and their consequences on their child/children aged 2-5 years old in three different kinds of media types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co-view/use of media</th>
<th>How often the parents</th>
<th>Instruction mediation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use parental mediation</td>
<td>TV/DVD</td>
<td>Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1176</td>
<td>913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: How often the parents' co-view/use media and use instructive mediation together with their child/children aged 2-5 years depending on three different media types.
we co-view/use media with our child/children aged 2-5 years old. The
R3) The more perceptions of positive media influence, the more often
we are negative towards media influences or is it the other way around?
if we are positive towards the effects of different kind of media than if
depending on different media types? R2) In line with previous research
it is even more common to discuss the content and experience
depending on different media types? R1) The results are that the parents
positive views towards the media and content are more likely to allow
the children more screening time, leading to more involvement with the
child, and not only predicting the use of restrictive mediation but also
instructive. The opposite goes for the more we perceive negative media
influences. However the same pattern only complies for instructive
mediation when it comes to discussion films and TV, and not for
discussion games or content or experiences on the web.
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Table 3: Co-viewing/using different media and using instructive mediation with the child/children aged 2-5 years depending on the perceptions of media influences of the parents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parental perceptions of media influence</th>
<th>TV</th>
<th>Games</th>
<th>Internet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally to never</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed and other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least three negative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least three negative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed and other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least three positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
